IN-LINE
Red wire.
Fuse not included.
CAT# FHP-2   $1.00 each • 20 for 85¢ each

FUSE CLIP FOR 1/4" DIA. FUSE
Buss fuse clip BK / 1A1119-04. Requires
2 clips per fuse. PC mount with pins on
0.3" mounting centers. Fits 3AG / AGC fuse.
CAT# FC-PC   10 for $1.00
100 for 8¢ each

AUTOMOTIVE
BLADE FUSEHOLDERS
ATC BLADE FUSEHOLDERS
Red 14 AWG wire.
CAT# FHP-25  $1.50 ea.
Red 10 AWG wire.
CAT# FHP-31  $2.00 each

ATO/ATC FUSE BLOCKS
Clear cover with gasket protects fuses from dust
and water. Bulkhead mount. 1/4" QC/ solder terminals.

4-CIRCUIT
1.43” high with cover.
1.75” wide with terminals.
3.15” overall length, including mounting tabs.
CAT# FHBL-43  $9.95 each

6-CIRCUIT
1.43” high with cover. 1.75” wide with terminals.
3.92” overall length, including mounting tabs.
CAT# FHBL-60  $11.10 each

8-CIRCUIT
1.43” high with cover. 1.75” wide with terminals.
4.71” overall length, including mounting tabs.
CAT# FHBL-80  $11.55 each

GMA FUSE HOLDERS
(for fuses 3/16” x 3/4”)
In-line fuseholder for
5 x 20mm GMA-style cartridge
fuses. AWG 22 stranded leads, stripped and
tinned ends. Overall length, 9”.
CAT# FHP-72   2 for 90¢ • 100 for 40¢ each

In-Line. Red 22 ga wire.
32” overall length.
Includes F1L250V fuse.
CAT# FHP-49  85¢ each • 100 for 65¢ each

Alco GMA panel mount fuse
holder. Screw cap. Solder-lug
terminals. Rated 10 Amps 125 Vac.
CAT# FHPM-45   $1.50 each
10 for $1.35 each • 100 for $1.15 each

RESETTABLE
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
POLYSWITCH® 0.65-1.3A
Raychem “Polyswitch”
# RXE-065S-1. Current: 0.65 Amps.
Trip Current: 1.3 Amps. Max Voltage: 60 Volts.
0.33” diameter. UL, CSA.
CAT# RXE-065  3 for 99¢ • 100 for $ 20.00
500 for $85.00 • 1000 for $150.00

10 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER
Hwawon HW-15MB
10A, 125Vac resettable, panel-mount thermal type circuit
breaker. 11mm (13/32) threaded
bushing. 1/4” qc/solder terminals. UL, CSA.
Removed from new equipment.
CAT # CBR-10  $1.25 each

THERMAL SWITCHES
NORMALLY-CLOSED
Prevent overheating by opening circuit
at rated temperature. Open upon rise to
rated temperature. Auto-reset when
temperature drops.

Opens at 115°F
Elmwood Sensors 2450 L115 97/51
Normally-closed bi-metallic disc.
Rated 10 (6)A250Vac.
0.63” diameter x 0.53”. Solder-loop tabs.
THSW-115  2 for $1.00
100 for 45¢ each

75°C (167°F) Closes 50°C (122°F)
Klixon 9700K251-48
Rated 13A/250 Vac.
3” lead length.
CAT# THSW-167  75¢ each

95°C (203°F)
Selco# 802L-095.
PC 2 pin terminals.
TO-220 package.
CAT# THSW-095  85¢ each
100 for 70¢ each

Opens at 110°C (230°F)
Uchiya UP62G.
Normally-closed
thermal protector.
Rated 2.5A/250VAC (resistive). 0.62” x 0.250” x
0.12”. .4” insulated stranded pigtail leads. VDE.
CAT # THSW-110C  50¢ each

MANUFACTURERS
We Purchase Excess Inventories.
CALL, WRITE, E-MAIL
or FAX your list.